Wherever You Are

Feature Industry

MINING

Communications solutions
throughout the lifecycle
hh Proven reliability with over 25 years of
experience in remote connectivity
hh Wide suite of communications solutions
for exploration, construction, production &
decommissioning phases
hh Consistent QoS to secure performance of
critical communications
hh Operational expertise thanks to our highly
skilled engineers
hh Customer dedication with our 24/7/365
Network Operations Centers and local
ground support

Mining
operations
are
predominantly remote, sometimes
hundreds of kilometres from
the nearest town. In recent
years business pressures have
required exploration and mining
companies to increase efficiency
through use of more advanced
IT systems. When geoscientists
analyse magnetic resonance
imaging in these remote locations
to determine whether to drill, the
information needs to be confirmed

“

by experts back in head office
thousands of kilometres away.
VSAT technology can transfer the
data back to base, and the data
can be interpreted by the experts
and in turn direct the drillers in
virtually real-time to locations that
will bring larger yields.
SpeedCast’s solutions are reliable
and flexible, and are easily scalable
throughout the life of a mine. From
exploration through to shutdown
and reclamation, as demand for
communication options varies,
SpeedCast can deliver the optimal
satellite solution.
With access to global networks
in both Ku and C frequencies,
satellite
solutions
from
SpeedCast make it all possible –
Wherever You Are.

Communication is vital to our operations found in
some of the most remote parts of Australia. When we
are setting up a camp, we need constant contact with
suppliers, logistics companies and our staff.
SpeedCast has been extremely responsive each time
we presented them with a request for a solution, and a
typical short timeframe.
We rely on SpeedCast to deliver exactly what we need and
have no hesitation recommending SpeedCast to anyone
requiring reliable comms solutions.

“

Key benefits to our clients:

SpeedCast has been providing
cutting edge satellite solutions for
the mining industry for well over a
decade. In places like Australia,
which has become a global
mining hotspot for iron, copper,
gold and other significant ores,
SpeedCast is the established
supplier of choice.
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